Inference is key to learning appearance from language, for humans and distributional semantic models alike
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Two major ways in which humans learn is by direct sensory observation and gathering information from other minds through language. In our original paper, we attempt to tease apart the contributions of sensory experience from other sources of information, including linguistic communication, by comparing knowledge of appearance among individuals blind from birth and those who are sighted. We report that blind and sighted people share structured knowledge of animal appearance (1). Lewis et al. (2) urge us not to “reject language as an important source of visual knowledge.” We did not intend to do so and agree that language is indeed likely a key source of appearance information.

The question is how learning appearance from language works. Learning could entail memorizing verbally stipulated appearance facts (e.g., “hippos are gray”). Our data suggest that blind individuals learn animal appearance primarily by inference from taxonomy and habitat: Blind and sighted people are most likely to share appearance knowledge that can be inferred from these dimensions (e.g., “flamingos have feathers” but not “flamingos are pink”). In this case, appearance is gleaned from language indirectly. Language transmits taxonomy and habitat information and their relationship to appearance. The appearance of any particular animal is then inferred. If “florbs” are a type of bird, then they have feathers and wings.

Lewis et al. (2) show that a distributional semantics model (3) applied to text corpora can recover some information about animal appearance. However, on every dimension, blind and sighted people share more with each other than with the model. The pattern of what is learned by the model is also different. The model and humans agree for shape, but not texture, despite both shape and texture having high correspondence across blind and sighted groups. The model makes errors never made by people (e.g., goldfish have feathers). Better performance on shape compared to other dimensions is consistent with shape being predictable from taxonomy. Indeed, some shape features generated by sighted participants and used by Lewis et al. (2) in their analysis are highly diagnostic of taxonomy (e.g., fins, scales, and wings). For color, judgments are better predicted by the model for blind than sighted participants, perhaps also because color judgments are correlated with taxonomy only for the blind group.

These findings are consistent with the idea that language is an excellent transmitter of information about taxonomy but less so of explicit appearance features (4). Blind individuals may well learn taxonomy through language. However, we think this appearance−taxonomy hypothesis is more consistent with the available data than the idea that blind individuals learn that lions have fur and not feathers by tracking how often “lion” occurs in similar text contexts to “feathers” and “fur.” Since humans do better using inference, we think models would also learn appearance from text better by implicitly or explicitly making inferences across dimensions (e.g., taxonomy to shape) and across exemplars within a class (e.g., if lions have fur then bears do as well).
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